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Strike, or Not To Strike?
DAILY’ It’s Up to StudentsProfs
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Dr. Galm ’Rebuffed’
By College Trustees
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’I was rudely rebuffed by the
trustees of the California State
College system,’ said Dr. John
Galm, president of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) at
SJS, who appeared before the trustees Wednesday in Chico.
Dr. Galm, an associate professor
of English, presented the Board
with 18 education-based demands
of the AFT emphasizing that the
"demands received strong support
from students and consisted of major programs aimed at reforming
the state college system."
The demands, however, took a
back seat during the meeting,
which concentrated primarily on
providing campuses with ombudsmen and more police.
Dr. Galin claimed he was "received quite rudely by the trustees.
Before I spoke a member of the
Faculty and Staff Affairs Committee moved that they adjourn
immediately after my presentation
without allowing any questions or
discussion."
The AFT leader added, "The
trustees showed no interest whatsoever in augmented programs for
disadvantaged students."
"Our goal," said Dr. Galm,
"should be to raise the proportion
of minority students in the state
colleges at least to the level of
their proportion to our society."
An AFT proposal to move from
a twelve to a nine unit teaching
load consumed a great deal of the
trustee’s time at one point during
the meeting.
"The demand for a reduced
teacher load set off fireworks,"
said Dr. Galm.
The trustees called a special
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Summer Students
Apply by June 3

Applications for the 1968 Summer Sessions program at SJS
must be received at the Summer
Sessions office on or before June 3.
Dr. Leo P. Kibby, dean of educational services and summer sessions, says most of the more than
880 courses offered are upper division and graduate courses
Three specialized workshops
with an international flavor will
be offered this year. Two courses
with the same title, Workshop in
Comparative Education, will be
offered on opposite sides of the
globe, Dr. Walter Konishi will offer a worshop in Japan from June
24 to August 2; and Dr. Sidne
Tiedt will conduct a workshop
from June 29 to August 10 in
Europe.
The third program, Intercampus ’68, will be conducted on the
SJS campus by Dr. Lawrence
Pugno. Educators from Scotland
will participate in this program as
instructors and students.
Tuition fee for the Summer Sessions is $21 per semester unit plus
a student activity fee and a College Union fee. Further information concerning the program may
be obtained from the Summer Sessions office in the Administration
Building or by calling 294-6414,
ext. 2116.

Attorney General
Not To Prosecute
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meeting of the Educational Policy,
and Faculty and Staff Affairs
Committees yesterday morning.
According to Dr. Galm, a resolution was passed directing the chancellor to "stop the state college
faculty from attempting to move
to a nine unit load."
Chico State College’s AFT’ president, Dr. Ralph Mills, said that
trustee member, L. H. Heilbron,
moved to "reprimand the teachers
of the state colleges for even considering an arbitrary reduction of
teaching load." The motion failed.
Dr. Galm will report to the local
AFT during a membership breakfast Tuesday.

ROGER ALLEN
Fatt Chance candidate

Allen Has
’Fate Chance

Scott Lefaver, ASB attorney
general and candidate for ASB
President, declared Monday he will
not prosecute any violation of ASS
rules and regulations pertaining to
the upcoming elections.
Lef aver said, "Because I am
running for another ASB office I
will disqualify myself from prosecuting any election violation. I
will ask the chief justice of the
ASB judiciary to appoint a temporary attorney general to prosecute any of these violations."
Lefever said he made this
declaration in response to many
inquiries he has icceived on the
subject.

Running "to emphasize the absurdity and irrelevance of ASB
polities," Roger F. Allen, senior
history major, formally announced
his candidacy for ASH President
today.
Allen, 22, is running "a protest
joke campaign" with the Fatt
Chance Party. He characterized
student body government and politics as "beyond help in its present form."
What. is needed, he said, "is a
complete revision front top to botS.1S no longer will be a member
tom in strueture, emphasis and of the Associated Student Governpersonnel which will change stu- ment (ASG). Student Council
dent government from a Greek voted at its meeting Wednesday to
dominated in-group to something withdraw from the organization.
whieh actually does respond to the
ASB treasurer George Watts
Wishes of students."
told council that ASG had "no fiIle added he does not believe he nancial stability." Jules Loventhal,
or any other person running is the gr aduate representative said,
candidate to affect this revision, "What. ASG is doing to SJS we do
"I’m only running to air my views not. need."
based on my two and one-half
Barking A.SG. John Ogle, gradusears ;IS an ObSeTVPI- of student ate representative, said ASG is a
golerninellf "
service organization that. "ran conAllen era:creel student govern- tinue to be of great service to
ment 1 n he Spartan Daily in fall, SJS." ASB President Vic Lee urged
1865, and Sparta Life magazine in council to remove SJS from the orfall. 1967 In 1966-1967 he chaired ganization. Council voted 11-2-2 to
the ASB President’s Commission leave the organization.
on Constitation Revision.
Debate whether council should
As his platform, he said: "If join the National Student Associaelected I will end famine, disease, tion was deferred to a later date.
hatred and war. I would like to
In other act ion, conned:
promise more -- - like the other
Approved the appointments of
candidates have done but I’m
Mirhele Sanchez and Jerry L.
mom pessimistic than the) are."
I Unger to the Homecoming Com-

By MARY GDTTsCHALK
and BILL til RSCIIMANN
Spartan
Staff Writers
Class attendance today, "A Day
No. 112 Of Concern" in conjunction with
the International Student-Faculty
Strike Week, will be left up to the
discretion of individual professors
and students according to a college
policy statement issued yesterday.
The statement was issued by Dr.
William J. Dusel, executive vice
president and acting president in

Budget OK
Delivered
By Council

Student Council completed a
task Wednesday that no council
before it has ever been able to
finish. It passed an entire ASB
budget for the next year.
But it wasn’t easy.
Needing 10 positive votes to pass
the $622,991 budget, council voted
11-3-1. Negative votes were voiced
by Graduate Representatives Jules
Loventhal, Mike Rutz, and Sandy
Jafferies. Jose Alvarez, senior representative abstained.
liam Hermanns, professor emeritus
In explaining his negative vote
to council, Loventhal said, "Council has lived up to its growing in- Day of Concern
famous name of lack of worth to
many, said that in one of his SJS, the community, and society
broadcasts he contrasted Hitler to as a whole."
Albert Einstein to stab at the
ASKS CUT
dictator subtly.
Prior to the vote, Loventhal had
GREAT RESPECT
asked council to make a complete
Hermanns said he had great re- two per cent cut in every indispect for Einstein who was a good vidual item in the budget, with
Atop one of the new permanent
friend for many years. Einstein, he the funds destined to help minority
tables on Seventh Street, with a
said, was labeled "a moral leper" students.
by the Kaiser’s court after makASH Treasurer George Watts brisk wind blowing and a fluctuing the statement "Force attracts replied that each campus organi- ating crowd of around 200, half a
dozen speakers expressed their
only men of low morality."
zation took a great deal of time
Hermanns said he met Einstein to draw up their budgets and "I views on today’s "Day of Confor the first time at a 1920 lec- don’t believe a general cut in the cern," climaxing yesterday’s fourth
ture. "At the time, listening to an budget is fair to these groups." day of activities of the InternaEinstein lecture was the thing to Council defeated Loventhal’s mo- tional Student-Faculty Strike
Week.
do. But I didn’t understand a tion, 3-9-1.
word he said. The audience was
Loventhal previously in the de- Over 100 black and white crosses
were planted in rows on the lawn
bate had asked council to reconsider the Music Department bud- in front of Spartan Cafeteria. Beget. He explained he wanted to hind the. crosses a sign was
cut the band budget by some erected, declaring the crosses a
$6,000, the amount the band will "Memorial to the Victims of Viospend on a major trip to San lence."
Yesterday’s rally, sponsored by
Diego.
Students Against the War (SAW),
was highlighted by talks from The
RUTZ ATTEMPT
An attempt by Rutz to have Reverend "Shorty" Collins and
council reconsider the Men’s Ath- Roy Kepler.
Rev. Collins, a campus minister
letic Department budget was also
defeated. A stipulation was placed and one of the chief organizers of
on that department’s budget, how- the Strike Week, said, "I believe
ever, which would require it to all White people in this country
seek cheaper means to print foot- are White racists unless they work
ball tickets. Rutz claimed that for economic, political, and social
$1600 a year was spent on that equality."
Describing W. E. B. Du Bois as
item when the football program
a "distinguished and brilliant
only nets $5500.

DR. ALBERT EINSTEIN, world famous physicist, walks with Dr.
William Hermanns, professor of foreign languages at SJS until
1965. Dr. Hermanns met Einstein for the first time in 1920 when
Einstein was lecturing. Einstein later told him he hoped for a
world organization of students if a world organization of nations
could not be formed.

’Verdun to Vietnam’
Pacifist Keeps Views
By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Seventeen days ago, the 24th of
October (1916) I made a vow to
God on the battlefield of Verdun .. " So begins a 50-year-old
letter to His Majesty Kaiser Wilhelm of WWI Germany.
The writer, Dr. William Hermaims, SJS professor of foreign
languages until 1965, will speak
on Seventh Street at one today
about his 50-year-old vow to place
humanity above honor.
His talk, entitled "From Verdun
to Vietnam" is part of the International Student Strike program
being held on Seventh Street all
day today.
"I ant not for the student strike
but I AM for the idealism that
motivates the students. This protest is not a treasonous attitude
that stabs our fighting men in the
back. Instead, it will make the
State Department more aware that
humanity is rated higher than national honor."
ENLISTED IN 1914
Dr. Hermanns said he enlisted
in the German army in 1914. "I
began the war as an enthusiastic
loyal German soldier, but at Verdun I saw the senselessness of it
a million and a half
all over
men killed in nine months on a
battlefield so small the dead would
have to stand on one another to
find room."
"I was foolish enough to think
that the honor of a nation is a
more important value than humanity."
He wrote his letter to the Kaiser
after he was captured by the
French at Verdun. After three
years in a French prison camp,
Hermanns returned to Germany
to speak to German youth against
the developments of Nazism.
"People called Hitler a genius
but he was a hypochondriac and a
politician." Hermanns, a radio
commentator in post WWI Ger-

SJS To Quit ASG;

’No Financial Stability’
mittee. appointed Christina Brooks
to the Rally Committee, and Kathy
DeWolfe to the Election Board.
Allocated $100 to the ASB Intercultural Steering Committee to
send two foreign students to the
National Association of Foreign
Students Convention in San Francisco. The convention will be held
all of next week.
Learned from Lea’ mitt the
California State Colleges Student
President’s Association (C.SCS, PA)
will hold a meeting in Long Beach
May 10-12. The new ASB President
Will a t ten d. At the meeting
CSCSPA will elect Its new officers.
Heard a report from Lee that
the Student Bill of Rights, as
amended by Council, has been
given to President (lark. He in
turn has given it to an administrative committee.
- Learned that the initiation
banquet for new ASB officers will
be held Sunda) night, May 19,

the absence of President Dr. Rob- of German, speaking on "From
ml 13. Clark, and Dr. Gerald E. Verdun to Vietnam."
John Thorne, San Jose attorney
Wheeler, assistant academic vice
will also speak.
president.
"The Indian Head Band," a psySTUDENTS’ DISCRETION
chedelic-rock group, just returned
"Student attendance or non-at- from Hawaii and has played at the
tendance in classes is considered to Straight Theatre in Haight-Ashbe at the discretion of the student. bury, and last weekend at the FilConsequences for absence are a more in San Francisco, will provide
matter of understanding and agree- entertainment.
ment between a teacher and his
Rick Masten and Bob Nemo,
students and should be made clear folksingers, will also perform.
from the start of the semester.
George M. Smith, head of the
General College Policy is that no strike at SJS, said yesterday that
classes will be dismissed by ad- the strike has the support of 21
ministrative edict in recognition of groups on campus.
the International Day of Concern.
COUNCIL SUPPORTS
"Professors on this day, as on
any other day, have the right to
Academic Council passed a resodismiss classes at their discretion lution Monday saying it "believes
in order to permit their students that the most effective forms of
to profit from relevant field ex- observance of the week’s program
perience. In addition, professors are fully compatible with schedhave full academic freedom to in- uled academic instructional comclude in the course of their class mitments and should not result in
sessions any materials or consider- their disruption."
ations that they consider relevant
ASB President Vic Lee in conthe the professional course con- junction with the Student Council
tent." This is the statement of the said "I have authorized the closing
administration in its entirety.
of all ASB offices in the College
Union as a symbolic gesture in
PICKET ’TIL NOON
support of the International StuActivities began this morning at dent Strike."
7:30 with pickets at entrances to
KSJS, college FM radio station,
the campus. Picketing will continue
will continue to broadcast today.
until 12 noon.
At 1 p.m. there will be a rally Spartan Daily staff will meet this
on Seventh Street with Dr. Wil- afternoon to publish Monday’s edi(Continued on Page 3)

Non-Violence Stressed
In Strike Week’ Rally

DR. WILLIAM HERMANNS
. . . Makes vow
filled with dukes, duchesses and
other famous personages. About
half way through his talk Einstein
said that anyone who wishes may
leave if he wants so I walked out."
"Einstein told me to appeal to
the conscience of youth because it
seemed to him that the older generation didn’t understand the sign
of the times."
In a conversation with the inventor shortly before his death in
1954, Ilermanns said that Einstein
suggested a world parliament of
youth if "we cannot have a world
parliament, of nat ions."
EINSTEIN ADVISED
On another occasion he said Einstein told him "only a supranational government including all nations can save us."
Hermanns labeled himself as a
qualified pacifist, saying that war
Is justified only to protect "your
homeland as the French were doing in WWI."
"Our honor is engaged by prior
commitments and there is risk in
pulling out, but. if a responsible
peace is not, passible we should
pull out regardless. Even a battlefield victory would be no guarantee
of peace."
Because of his anti -Nazi activities, Hermanns was forced to flee
Germany in 1O3:1. After three
months in Capetown, in the Union
of South Africa. he was traced by
Nazi agents and forced to leave.’
After shot t stays in Portugal,
Pranee and England he came to
the P.S. in tc)16.
Currently, he is writing a book
to be entitled "Vow and the
Ltat lief irk! ."

man," Rev. Collins said Du Bois
once told him "If the colored
peoples of the world get their
freedom by the sword they will
use that freedom to go out and
oppress others."
Rev. Collins ended his address
by repeating Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.’s statement "The choice
today is between non-violence and
non-existence."
Kepler, chairman of the Civil
Action Day Committee and a participant in sit-in demonstrations at
Oakland, said next that "our society is a product of social violence but violence has been this
country’s preeminent failure."
Finding an alternative is not an
easy task because we are all
products of this violent world,"
Kepler said.
"To resist the war and the
draft," Kepler said, "we should
refuse to cooperate in our own
lives with these institutions. Most
of the violence today is legal violence. If we really want to resist
It . . . we must organize to be(Continued on Page 3)

Lefaver Tells Views of ASB Presidency
By JIM BREWER
Scott LeFaver, 21 -year-old senior
political science major and currently the ASH attorney general
has decided to run for the presidency as an independent.
LeFaver lists as qualifications
past Associated Men Students’
president and freshman cla.s,s vice
president at Orange Coast College
in addition to his current seat on
ASB Executive Council as attorney
general.
LeFaver’s campaign literature
hails him as the most qualified
candidate because he feels he "is
familiar with the problems of student government at SJS and is determined to work to correct them."
We wondered what. insight. LeFever’s experience as attorney general had given him if, should he be
elected, he would be required to
make the change from the judicial
to the executive branch of ASH
government.
LITERATI ’RE
DAILY: You have been saying in
campaign literature that you are
the most qualified man for the job.
On what do you base this contention?
LEFAVER: As attorney general,
I have been a member of Executive
Council. I understand the problems
and programs which have been presented to this body. Specifically, I
refer ’to the ASB Constitution, I
came before council many times to
put in points and criticism regarding what should he done with the
constitution. Regarding such things

Air

as the Community Involvement
Program, I suggested ways it could
be set up. The Anti-Draft Movement was a proposal put before
executive council. Again, we had a
say how it should be set up, and if
it should be set up at all. Many
programs like this. whether I was
for or against them were brought
before Executive Council, and I did
have a say in the discussion and
criticism of that particular program.
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
DAILY: Then are you saying
that by being on Executive Council
this year, that makes you the most
qualified candidate?
LF:FAVER: This is correct.. I
understand problems facing student government today, not one or
two years ago. I am involved today. This makes me a more qualified candidate as to the realization
of what is going on now.
DAILY: Judging by the number
of programs you mentioned which
were stymied and did not come
about, how does your participation
in the proposals make you qualified
to make any of these programs a
reality?
LEFAVER: I understand what
the programs were, how we on Esecutivr Council tried to get them
through, and how we tried to start
them. Many of these progrims
were not stymied. We went all out
for many of the proposals on executive council. We understood the
proposals and tried to Penult:, le
them to students. You say a lot
of these were stymied. They

weren’t stymied because of us,
many of them. They were stymied
in committee. They were stymied
possibly in Student Council. However, many of the other programs
were not stymied at all. They were
brought before student conned, although there was a hard fight for
some of these programs, they were
gotten through. For instance, the
constitution, after a hard fight and
a lot of plugging did finally get
through. Your Student Rights and
Responsibilities -- again we looked
owr that particularstatement. I
personally read it and re-read it.
and brought up points before the
council. I tried to familiarize myself with what were the bask. student, rights, and what we were trying to prove. Stinging this before
student council is not trying to
stymie a student program, but trying to help it on.
IF ELECTED
DAILY: If elected president, you
would again be on the Executive
Council, and again as was the case
this year, the programs would all
have to go through the major committees, and the Student Council,
which yarn amid was responsible for
bogging down much of the legislation which didn’t. pass this year.
Itew In, your eanerienre this year
\\ a \ t111,11ifird \-0,1
in :sni
pmgrams and get them
\
iii ,sigh when !,,earre not in control
it the bodies vested with responsiltility for considering such programs?
LEFAVEiii That’s a very good
(Continued on Page 8)
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Vilatire, Muckraking & Other Graffiti)
By JEFF MULLINS
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A newspaper can illuntinate many paths. It is up to the traveler to decide
obit h route, if arty, he decides to take.
Editor

Wynn Cook

Advertising Mgr.

Alan Koch
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The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Patricia Wanek, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

It

k

211:11111 into Student Council with
leng li-t
demands and say "crow is the
t. I %still it... It is quite another to
really lime ticri a portion of a solution to
the pridilcm. Btu it sure looks good for a
polit 0.:11
Tile
..f the long oppressed
minorit% uroups lime been an attraetise
politica! lo.ttball in V% ashingtom for years.
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"Maybe it’s your grip ... "

Thrust and Parry

Two Kinds of Contributions
Women ,Should Realize
Falsity of Independence

triek?

klioW
ti (-(111-1 11(.10%er. but make
them think \
call. That way all will het.oir are ".1 ,:. something." arid maybe
be elecie.l.
So to
who are N’01(I’S, (100.1 lake
WOrd 10r
1)0 S01111( eheeking on
own. Find out whieh candidates have quali.
fitiation- other than hig mouths.
oii j..-1 might find you are getting the
shaft from those %%Ito pledge you dollars
and eentia.

Sandy Rubin’s letter of April 23, 1968, in
Spartan Daily about the role of women In
draft resistance and men in foundation garments gives me the chance to discuss one of
the fundamental crises facing women in America today.
Traditionally, in America, women have seen
themselves as obscure figures hidden in the
background of men’s achievements. Because
of modern advances like the pill and cars,
American women mistakenly feel they have
achieved a goal of independence and usefulness. IA itn our false sense of independence
the

Candidaies’ Corner
Roger E. Allen
P residential Candidate
as?

"Elect me and I will give you the moon as
soon as the committee which I will appoint to
obtain it submits its report." With this war
cry the Candidatus grabbus begins his annual
A quest for ego-gratification.
4
Ile is a curious breed, known to frequent
the haunts of the College Union and Cafe" teria 11.5 months of the year. He emerges
for the brief period of two weeks IA:hen he
seeks to convince that other wierd species - -the Studentus apatheticus -- that he has been
acting for the good of all species. This grotesque ritual - grotesque becau.se the grabbus
speaks but says little and the apathetieus
listens but hears little
is now upon us.
I. too. am running for ego-gratification. It
has been a long time since I last had my
name in the Spartan Daily. Fortunately for
the student body, I can get enough such gratitication just by seeing my name in print. I
don’t need a victory.
As to the evolution of that mutant, Absurans thingus fmore commonly known (1.5. the
A Fait Chance Party I should say a little. It
was really hatcher! after last Spring’s ritual,
which was bloodier than most. "Gee, wouldn’t
it be neat." my roommate Mike Rymer said
to Mf.. " if we could get. about 20 people to
,: ASB President on the same party next

year to expose student government for the
farce that it is?"
"Yes," I replied, smirking with glee, "and
think of all the ego-gratification we’ll get
just from running."
We knew little then of the stubbornness of
the Studentus apatheticus, and though we
tried hard, We found only one other person
willing to run
and he for Treasurer.
But fear not, matt fellah students, the two
weeks will soon be over, and the moon will
stay in the sky where it belongs.
Roger E. Allen
*

*

*

Bob Roth
Soph. Rep. Candidate
Although the race for Sophomore Representative is not hotly contended, I feel that
the sophomores have a right to know the
issues and their intended answers.
VVith one year of experience, I can see
many fallacies in the ASB government. But
through these fallacies like the president’s
slipreme power, which Ls hard to knock, bitter
liValries between council members guiding
their decisions, and lack of quorums due to
long boring meetings - - I see student government as running tit.. school and incorporating
many good ideas ohich benefit the students.
This year the Student Rights and Responsi-

bility Act, the new constitution, which I
oppose, and the budgets highlighted the work
of the council, a council ever more concerned
than before.
If I am elected I would like to incorporate
a referendum on the fall ballot that would
eut 10 per cent of the price of the ASB clots.
This I would do because of much student
support and ill feelings over having to buy
ASB cards.
i would create a liaison between the city
of San Jose and the Student Council. I would
like to undertake this personally. ’this would
mean having a representative for SJS on the
city council. This representative would create
a unity between the city and SJS that does
not exist at present: a unity of goals and
problems to be worked out by both the city
council and the student council. Through this
liaison, better and more parking could be
achieved, such as diagonal parking on streets
surrounding campus.
would like to promote better coverage of
ASB affairs by the news media of the school.
This means coverage not only on what council
inas done and what the president has done,
but better coverage on meetings, services, and
ASB job openings of the entire ASB government. Spartan Daily, KSJS, Student,: Business
Affairs Office and ASB Public Relations Dept.
could all give better coverage to let students
know what is happening. This Ls what I will
strive for. Thank you for your time.
Bob Roth

we have become stagnant and secure. We still
don’t speak our minds in classrooms, we still
are confused about whether we should play
the timid female or the equal partner in a
relationship, and we still allow our independence to be infringed upon by approved housing.
If we haven’t achieved our independence
then what do our lives lack? We are able to
satisfy our physical needs, and now we have
to feel our usefulness azul find our own identity. If women can rctcognize the falsity of
their independence, then they can end the
stagnation of their lives and begin th work
usefully. Once we can accept the role of a
responsible individual then we can share,
with men, the task of changing America.
Men should not be sitting at the draft resistance table alone if women do support and
believe in resisting the draft. Women are just
as capable of creating the new community of
which draft resistance is a part. Together,
men and women can share the work of
eographing, leafletting, and keeping themselves well enough informed to talk to people
about current problems. Both men and women
are initiating the larger projects including
helping high school students to organize in
their high schools, speaking in churches,
vate homes, clubs and schools, and fonning
a guerrilla theater for this stunrner.
If you are interested in talking more about
this or picking up a leaflet which is an expansion of these thoughts, come by the Resistance table.
Pauht Yegholan, A11209

Salary Hike Contribution
Suaoested for Memorial
Editor :

In response to the current fund drive for
the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Fund
Drive for scholarships and tutoring, may I
suggest the following:
A faculty contribution equal to the salary
raise for one month which should be forthcoming on the Aug. 1, 1968, check, Le. that
portion of the August paycheck which represents an inerea.se in salary.
There are many faculty who are dedicated
to helping; it is essential that this help be
substantial. The time is long past for tokenism
and a few kind words. We can make a nontrivial contribution in this way, because it
would amount to more than $50,000 if the
majority of professors pledged just the expected increase in that first check of the next
fiscal year.
Leonard Feldman
Associate Professor of Math and Education

Why am I la while. middle class,
dle-of-the-road, ex hunky G.1.1 striking
class today on behalf of peace. the draft
and racial oppression?
SET RECORD STRAIGHT
First of all let’s set the record straight.
I cut class a great deal of the time because
I’m bored with school. The kind of education it’s offering isn’t reaching nie.
Secondly, I have only mitt doss to attend
on Fridays Sportful Daily workshop and I have never cut this class because it
doesn’t bore me. I love it.
Today, however, I’m cutting or strikingclass because some other students on Seventh Streets all uer the world
have asked nie too.
They seem to be convinced that a da%
of strike, for contemplation and demon
stration of their frustration on behalf of
peace, draft and racial oppression. might
in some small ’Nay effect these seriotts
teniational conditions.
At first I was leary of the strike, but
upon recollection of some of the things I
usually do when I cut class -- things like
sleeping ’til noon, Silting ill 11Ie cafeteria.
going to the beach, or writing satire for
this column -- 1 began to w It r why a
person would get so uptight when it comes
to cutting class for things like pCliVe, all
end to an unequal draft, and the turn of
a death screw on racial oppression.
UPTIGHT ABOUT STRIKE
Discovering that I was rather uptight
about taking part in this student strike.
said to myself, "Self. XX by all the doubts
and reservations about cutting class for
peace, draft and oppression?"
"Ilnintnintnint!" I answered. "I’ve cut
Thunib-TwithIling 17A for lesser reasons like harrassing the Superintendent of
Is for more campus
Buildings and Gr
parking spaces."
"So why not strike for something even
more altruistic?"
"Why not?" I said. And that’s why I’m
not at the Spartan Daily teritique) today.
Perhaps, by just taking the time off to
actively take part in a single day’s event,
I’ll be able to come up with some kind of
idea for how I can play a more effective
role as a citizen in seeing the flay when
peace (forget the draft) and racial equality
are no longer dreams.
KING, C. K., BROTHER
limn I think of the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. who won’t be able to do
his thing anymore because of some morally
deranged bigot.
And sometimes I think of C. K. Moreland, the Black student at SJS who edits
the Son of Jabberwock and is bitter and
frustrated and isn’t really as free as I am.
So, for what it’s worth, I strike today.
For C. K. Moreland, for my brother who’s
of draft age, for my counterparts those
other students just like me in both
North and South Vietnam. And that’s the
way it is.
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via the all jet setvices of

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

El

and luxury Steamships
13 spectacular itineraries, 21 to 75 days of superior grade travel from as
little as S840.30 all inclusive, June and July departures.
Prepared by the nation’s foremost student tour operators, S.T.O.P. TOURS"
of Berkeley, California.
Itineraries tailored for the college end university student, geared to the
tastes and interests of the young adult.
Travel Europe with fellow students from throughout the United States and
Canada en comprehensive programs that provide lots of leisure time for
relaxation and personal pursuits.
Also available: Student Charter tours. 12 inexpensive programs to Europe
based on dollar saving charter fares. No club membership needed to join.

)

TICO’S ELECTED
By popular demand Tico’s has won on its
platform of flavor. No matter if its a taco,
a burrito, or any other Tico treat, you know
they will serve you well. Now register your
vote.

STtiOENT TRAVEL OVERSEAS PROGRAMS.
For additional information and descriptive brochures:
CALI-

aaire 5ravet
DOWNTOWN
74 W. SAN CARLOS
297.1700

TOWN & COUNTRf VILLAGE
STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
241 2i00

TICO S
1ACOS

Phone Orders 297-8421

4t1 and St James

ONLY 1 DAY
Until Our Clearance Sale
Begins Monday, April 29th
See Our Specially
Marked Items
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SACRAMENTO tAlti - - Go..
of the 50 Reagan and Speaker Jesse M.
stales will switch to Daylight Unruh, normally political foes in
the legislative battleground, joined
Savings Time Sunday.
Thursday to support an omnibus
But, an Associated Press survey program to put California’s hardalso shows, some minor monkey core, poverty area unemployed to
wrenches have been tossed into work.
One Republican senator called it
the clockwork in a few areas.
"clearly the most important legisThe Uniform Time Act, adopted
lative development of 1968."
by Congress in 1966, provided
The program was announced
that ,tarting in 1967 -all
jointly by Unruh, Inglewood Demostates %ill observe DST from 2
cc at; Republican Lt. Gov. Robert
a.m on the last Sunday in April
until 2 am. on the last Sunday In
October - except that any state
may exempt itself by adopting a
state law.
ASH President Ve Lee has isHawaii and Arizona have ex- sued an executho older to all employees of the ASH not to parempted themselves.
In the other states clocks gen- ticipate actively in the upcoming
erally will 1:e pushed ahead an ASH general elections. He said he
made the order to insure that ASH
hour.
The U.S. Department of Trans- money would not be sepnt for
portation, which oversees the act, campaigning.
Lee said his decree affects
gave Indiana permission to bring
(API - All but ILL

11. Finch; Assembly Itepuldivan
leader Robert T. Monagan, and
tIt her assemblymen. Reagan gave
it his full support in a statement.’
The sponsors described the program as an emergency attempt
to find jobs for the chronically
unemployed, those who Unruh
said become "the principle shock
troops when trouble begins" in the

its timepieces into harmony in this
way: all the state’s counties, with
the exception of six around Chicago and six around Evansville,
Ind., on the western side of Ind010:1, c:in remain on Eastern
Standard Time. The 12 exempted
counties can move their clocks up
from Central Standard to Central
Daylight Time.
This will place them on the same
time as the rest of the state.
The U.S. Department of Transportation placed all of Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula in the Central
time zone. But four counties in
the eastern half of the peninsula
- Luce. Mackinac, Chippewa and
Alger - - have remained on Eastern time. They will go on EDT
Sunday. The other counties are on
CST.
Eastern counties on the peninsula feel they have closer ties
with the Lower Peninsula of Michigan, while the westernmost feel
they are tied geographically to
Wisconsin.
SUN’S OUT . .. SURF’S UP

off to

, ton. Both news me< ut will cover
the strike.
,
Smith, reflecting his general
,Y:IPM, of the administration’s role
! In The Interna tional Student-FacLilly Strike Week, said "The whole
administration has been unbelievably nice - very cooperative, and
quite congenial."
The Hoard of Education has
closed down all v.ehools in the
The idea is to marshal present
An assemblyman from Watts, Berkeley Unified School District in
state programs Into a coordinated Democrat Leon ftall.11, estimated
conjunction with the strike Smith
effort along with private enter- unemployment runs
per cent in said,
his area. "These people are anxious
Smith continued saying, "12 high
to work. Hut they find doors shut schools in this area will have some
to them."
type of activity related to the

event,

everyone from secretaries to members of the ASH public relations,
staff,
Lee, who as ASH president receives a $1,500 scholarship from
the ASH, stated that since he does
not consider himself an employee
of the student body, the decree
will not affect him,

and racial op-

,\sm.

.1 I
I ’W
"We must (IVO .
violent wajs to ehan ’.
stria-lin-es of tn.111;,
mankind, not to
kind." Kepler conclude:I
George ill, Stiuit Ii, head of lii
strike at SJS, next mounted
table and said, "We’re not tit,,it
it to close the campus doss it
tilt.
We’re doing it til
tta
c.:
clarity

’e t it! wait five or six years
o now because at this rate
won’t be a country five 02’
ye:rt’s from now," said Smith.
ehe rally came to an abrupt
at 1:30 p.m. when Campus
.ority
Police told Smith the
.’v was not in accord with the
led for it. The permit
’,tiding to police, that
to be conducted only
. k between classes.

SPARTAN /

strike."
At Lincoln High School, over 200
.eidents are expected to particihoe in the strike. Half of the stu!1.et body at Overfelt High School
!II walk out. Smith said.

-i1
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Sunday, Apr:1 28, 1968
9:45 a.m. Morning Seminar

"Take a Tr;p With Peter"
5:45

p.m. Eycn;ng

Forum

May 3-5 Spring Retreat

ALWAYS HAD THE
URGE TO PLAY
A GUITAR?

t tglin’s entire stock
reduced to 1/2 price.

of traditional dress trousers
Select from all wool worsteds, tropicals, llacrons/wool blends and
other fine imported and domestic fabrics.
DACRON

Automatic Transmission Sale

LET MOYER’S
TEACH YOU

POLYESTER

HOW

$14.95 .. NOW . . $ 7.46

SPECIAL

$16.95 .. NOW . . $ 8.46

PRICE

Ilk

$9850

Limited

Time

INSTALLED!

Only

$19.95 . . NOW .

$ 9.96

$22.95 .. NOW . . $11.46
$24.95

. NOW .

$12.46

$27.50 . . NOW . . $13.75

First Come - First Serve

HANK CREDIT
CMS WELCOME

Towing

I Month drum or guitar lesson
with This ad

ROO
%.

$29.50 . . NOW . . $14.75

reg. 12.00

$32.50 .. NOW . . $16.25

ON ALL MERCHA
35% DISCOUNT
ND/SE

Each transmission carries
our 5 year or 50,000 mile
written guarantee!

Free

!

iContliment from Pay. I ,
- not like it, tad

50% OFF!

PHONE 293.7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

ea.
ea.
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Non -Violence Stressed

of
TRADITIONAL TROUSERS

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

4
3
1
4
1
2
3
3
3
1
1

ItA It’Ir A N DAILY-3

SALE!

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.. owner

Chev. 55-57
Chev. 58-61
Chev. 59-61
Ford 58-63
Rambler 59-61
Pont. 59-60
Olds 57-60
Comet 60-65
Falcon 60-65
Plym-Dodge 62-65
Plym-Dodge 56-57

April 26 171t,

Meteor Ranch on Ciear Lake - Only $10 - Waterskiing

Professional Pharmacists

Terms Available

MOYER MUSIC

Private lessons
1/2 hour lessons

84 E, San Fernando, Downtown
298-5404

OH
AT SATHER GATE

’ective

ADVANCE

when
uality

433 Willow St., S. J.
Styles are IN!

Surf ’n’ Wear
2081

S. Winchester - Campbell
Phone 3794822

350

Kiely Blvd. Santa Clara

UNIVERSITY MEN’S SHOPS
Iii3113PCOCO.1103/1.0 LOS 1,153013. HOYLE
P3i0 um sin /031 1C433111013. NUM

297-7645

296-0180

I across from Allison Pontiac)

TRANSMISSION

SERVICE

to do

-4)

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

April 26-May 1st

One W.et.k Only
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COOK
KOCH
PUNS
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FA NEK

Ralph added, "This type of upproach is very needed." In an sipparent reference to the 1965 riots
in Watts, he added. "It’s just too
bad it wasn’t taken some time
ago."

Moderne Drug Co.

int( of

ditorial
2001,
., 1445
re not
dy, the
Jour-

I (’ontblued from Pagel)

- on helpprise. There is empl:
ing the small business:0.in in
city areas, where he has trouble
,ettin r loans and insurance
Although the six -bill
has full support of both
and leaders both in the legislature
and administration. Monagan advised that it is not "an (Wel night
trip to the land of milk and
honey."

Campaign Can’t Use ASB Funds
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Unruh Back Hard-Core pUstotnedutS
Area Employment Plan And Professors
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including their hit "SAN FRANCISCO GIRLS"
also on I. I

anosait .ntmoas um au iS’
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CHRISTIE
TERENCE
STAMP
PETER
FINCH
ALAN
BATES
"FAR FROM TIlf;
MADDING CROW

Strawberry Alarm (i4 )(k
Lollipop Shoppe
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Neil Diamond
Big Black

Ural Thomas

CENTURY
LW JOS.
1111.0,101.,1111191Mil MOM.
MAT

7.75 x 14 (7.50 x 14) 7.75 x 15(6.70 x 15) 7.00 x 13
7.35 x 14 (7.00 x 14) 7.35 x 15 (6.500 15) 6.50 x 13
6.95 x 14(6,50 x 14) 6.40 x 15
6.00 x 1?
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Pick your size now and Co Goodyear You get the same famous road gripping type tread design that comes on our new car "Power Cushion" tires

.
DANCING
DELIGHTING ...
IN THE YEAR’S

Foundations

LARGER SIZES

Sale includes :ILL [NI Record,
Special order, at Sale Price
Reg. S4.79

SALE PRICE 82.99

Deane
Ba
3rd & San Carlos

BUY NOW

298-3060

Use our Easy Pay Plan

DISCORAMA
227 smith I

t t sheet, S.I11 jom,
.

Tues..

,oit

286-58:i7

I ri. 111 a.10.-9 p.m.
lit Lot .0:30 p.m.
’1.1.tereltarge Welcome

Friday, April 26, 1968 !
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I areic,i1 .,11.1,,,ich to the
classic Faust theme of good and
evil has been taken in 20th Century Fox’s comedy, "Bedazzled."

now at the Saratoga and Gay

GARAGE
EUROPA

Theatres.

Writ ten by its two stars,
Peter Cook and Dudley Moot e,
the film is termed an anti -Establishment satire and an "intellectuals hellzapoppin."
Cook and NI-. ire wrote the

Expcit

European

Repairs

Cars Onh,

850 1.1\1:10.N

Fox Does Faust Farce
zwript .aui the mu,le and, additionally, sing the title tune. Film
director Stanley Donen also
doubled as producer.

Conductor to Talk
To Music Students
In Allen Hall

At the United Artists Theatre
is the new Warner Bros. -Seven
Arts version of D. H. Lawrence’s
novella, "The Fox."
Critics have desci ibed the
film as it story of intense enhuman
relationships,
tangled
handled with delicacy and good

taste.

CHOICE SEATS ALL PERFORMANCES

\\ I

295-9082
C044 69

wrerrerwellicZotOtafacWwwweiraelGeOOGGewareCCOSIZI

May 7-12, 1968

Circle cterp "Theatre
0
0
0

8

I.

Get Tickets Now:
San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
Open 10 A.M.15:30 P.M. Daily
Thurs. till 8 P.M.
Phone 246-1160

ol
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ITALIAN DINNERS
Spaghetti
Ravioli
Gnocchi

BEER
By glass or
pitcher

Weekend Special (April 26-28)

Large Pitcher of Beer $1.00
With this ad
354 E. S tNTA CLARA
MINI- It it MI

()PEN 7 DAYS
II a.m. in 2 am.

../zsze

FOOD TO GO

Joset Krips, inie,uationail known conductor of the San
Francisco Symphony and wellknown orchestia and opera director, will meet and talk informally with studnts at S p.m.
Tuesday, April 30, in Allen
Krips’ visit with SJS stumH
is in preparation for the Sim
Francisco Symphony Concert,
which will be held in the San
Jose Civic Auditorium on Friday,
May 3.
The conductor, who is very
much interested in students’
ideas, just returned from a tour
of Japan with the San Francisco Symphony,
Mayor Joseph Alioto requested
San Franciscans to greet the
conductor and his group with a
standing ovation when the travelers returned to the San Francisco Airport.

In Main Gallery

Million Dollar Show
To Open Sunday
"California Contemporary Art
from

the

Lytton

Collection,"

valued at more than one million
dollars, will be open to the public at 1 p.m. Sunday in the Main
Gallery here.
Twenty-three of the 60 works
in the collection, which has been
called the most significant and
complete cross-section of California contemporary painting
,n(I sculpture ever assembled by
private corporation, will be on

LI-rDE lh,rd and’
Clare

) S 1thjik

4% y
to

20 Varieties

soupl,.!-S7eled
Ilelsed
Garlic Snead
1. Potato

hot
hot
hot
hot

"We Just
look
Expensive"

Adult Beverages Served.
Corle es you are!

206.47in

-

SUNDAY --- SEVEN
EXPERIMENTAL FILMS
NEW AMERICAN CINEMA FILMS

egg salad
tuna salad
italian combo
all types

roast beef
sausage
meatball
pastrami

297-1137
336 E. William
Open 10-10
ALL SANDWICHES TO GO
The

CREAM

Bart Lytton, president of
Lytton Sayings and Loan Association, feels that "art is as
fundamental to business as is
central heating or plumbing."
Some of the California artists
represented in the show include:
Clinton Adams, George Baker,
Bruce Beasley, Tom Browne,
James Jarvaise, Gerd Koch,
Helen Lundeberg, Stanton MacDonald-Wright, Nathan Oliveria,
and Paul Wonner.
Most of the more recent sylistic developments,
excepting
pop and op. are found in the
collection. Painting techniques
vary in medium from oil to
acrylic and collage, and in application from smooth to heavy
wash strokes, knife painting

San Jose’s Big Bookstore
NOW TWICE AS BIG!
Come see our expansion!

Plus Special Guest Comedian

"BLINKITY BLANK" by NORMAN McLAREN
"A CHAIRY TALE" music RAVI SHANKAR
"HAPPY ANNIVERSARY" French slapstick
"MOVIOLA BLUES" by LEON ORTIZ
"THE TENDER GAME" by JOHN HUBLEY
"THIRTEEN CANTOS CF HELL" by PETER KING
"UP TIGHT ... L.A. IS BURNING" by BRUCE VAN METER

MORE BOOKS

MURRAY ROMAN

MORE CARDS
MORE EVERYTHING

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

SAT. MAY 25, 8 P.M.
TICKETS: $3.00

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
APRIL 28
STUDENTS ADM. $1.00
6:00, 7:30 and 9 P.M.

$4.00

Books

Inc."

Town & Country Village
Open Evenings & Sunday

$5.00

2111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

0
36S Cled

On Sale At
San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
Open 10-5:30 Daily Thurs. ’iii 8 p.m. Ph. 246-1160

Carol and Harvey Jordan
PRESENT

Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.

"/This Coupon

Buy 1 Get 1 Pizza Free
or all you can eat

Spaghetti

CLIFF BERNARD
and his hand

Thurs. thru Sun.
fr,.....

SUNDAY ONLY
4-8 p.m.

$1.00

Coupon Expires April 28. 1968

50 Spaghetti
Mon.-Thurs.
4-8 p.m.
Draft 1/2 Price
Mondays 3-8 p.m.

Happy Hours
Every Thurs.
8 p.m. 2 an.
Prices Reduced

Tonic Room Simple Simon Restaurant
1897 Alum Rock Ave.. San Jose
"hi/I

,

TOWN E
1433 THE ALAMEDA

etIs
WEEK
297-3060

E MENA
ENGAGEMENT ENDS MAY 1S1

SANDY DENNIS KEIR DULLEA
ANNE HEYWOOD
EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT

"THE EXTERMINATING
ANGEL"

"BEST FOREIGN FILM"

"CARNABY, M.D."

LUIS PUNUEL’S

2ND
WEEK
The Fox at 1:00, 3:08, 5:16
7:24, and 9:32

and The Karats

*Dancing
*Shows
* Fl111
4 blocks north of
Engineering Building

By LINDA FENLEY
The possibility that a third
party "might throw the presidential race into the House of
Representatives holds great appeal for Washington journalists
who, for all their legendary
cynicism, carry a romantic
streak," said New York Times
writer Joseph X. A. Loftus in his
essay on third parties in "the
New York Times Election Handbook 1968."
Loftus added, "It would be a
political story that no living
writer now living has been
privileged to cover." However,
another Times writer living in
Washington has already written
and published this "newsman’s
’dream’ story." Russell Baker
.vrote "Our Next President, the
Incredible Story of What Happened in the 1968 Elections."
POSSIBILITIES
Baker, basing his story on possibilities that some facts suggest, creates the strategy, conversation, events, and the fact
that neither the electorate nor
the House of Representatives
could give any candidate a ma-

jority.
The many events that occur
on the 108 large-typed pages,
plus his quick writing style
show Baker’s view of political
campaigns. He also states "a
presidential campaign allows no
time for pondering the serene
message of the land or the timeless heritage it represents. The
law of presidential campaigning
is the law of act and react.
punch and counter-punch, thrust
and parry, charge and deny."
QUICKNESS
The quickness of action in
Baker’s writing, however, may
make the reader stop mid-page.
wondeting what happened.
In contrast to "Our Next
President," "The New York
Times Election Handbook 1968"
is a collection of factual essays
by 13 New York Times writers

-

Spaghetti Feed
and Live Band
Sunday
April 28, 1968
5:00 to 8:30
$1.00

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

AOPi HOUSE
408 S. 8th St.

1ST RUN CO-NIT

STARTS MAY 7

CLAUDE LELOUCH’S i ST FILM
Since "A Men and worn4r."
"LIVE FOR LIFE"

AS EliZ:41 MARCH

IN D. IL LAWRENCE’S THE

Diamond Jim

Handbook
Calls Writers
’Romantics’

Burbank, 652 S. lakcem, 215-7238

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER

CLOSELY
WATCHED
TRAINS

tcra
ml It/i

365 E. Julian

THE FINEST FOREIGN AND DOMES/IC FILMS

and splatter, from thin to
heavily built-up impasto. Examples of sculpture will include
caned works and pieces from
welded and cast metal.
Lytton has said that "the Eol,
of selectivity preserving the
past to give us a better understanding of the present is moo’
properly played by the museums."

GALLEON "A"
Prerisinn
Jeweled, waterproof’. luminous hands and dial, sweep
second hand, expanslon band_
SKIDMORE "A" 17 jewels,
anti -magnetic, shock resistant, cord bracelet

ONLY

400 S. First

X
symbol of the male

In the Heart
of Downtown
San Jose

4502 BIG BASIN WAY

ENGAGEMENT ENDS MAY i ST
JAMES JOYCE S

"ULYSSES"
NO ONE UNDER 111 ADMITTED
--STARTS MAY 2ND
PETER COOKDUDLEY MOORE
RAQUEL WELCH AS LUST

"BEDAZZLED"
"BRILLIANT"

COSMOPOI ITAN

and you can show
it off... proudly

294-5544

1367.3076

ADULTS
ENDS MAY 1ST
CHRISTINA SCHOLLIN

JARL KULLE
"LOVEMATES" COLOR

CARAVELLEDivision ol BULOVA

ce.hlt
-FIRST TASTE OF LOVE"

the high style,
low priced watch

STARTS MAY 2ND

Peter CookDudley Moore
RAQUEL WELCH AS LUST

"BEDAZZLED"
"Funniest in egos"

New Yorker

Hudson’s Jewelers

56 S. FIRST ST.
Tel. 295.0127

SJS Spikers
Enter Relays
At Mt. SAC
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’rile first major relay me,’ of the
season looms today and tomorrow
for Spartan thinclads as they travel to Walnut for the Mt. San
Antonio College Belays.
Four SJS relay squads will be
entered for the Spartans, including teams for the 440, 880, mile,
and distance medley.
In the 440, the Spartans will
send Frank Slaton, Bob Griffin,
Ronnie Ray Smith, and Sam Davis
against teams from Santa Clara
Youth Village (who beat them
Saturday), Houston Striders, Southern California Striders, Pacific
Coast Club, U.S. Army, and a team
from Mexico.
Paul Myers, Jack Malloy, Jim
Adkins, and Pete Santos will compete in the distance medley relay
for SJS against Army, San Diego
Track Club, Athens Club, San
Diego State and Occidental.
Smith, Griffin, and Davis will
join Lee Evans to form an 880 relay squad.
Rich Arcide was forced out of
the javelin by a pulled muscle and
will miss action for a couple of
weeks.
Chris Papanicolaou and Bob
Skiver will enter the pole vault,
Adrian Porter and Lee Newnan in
the triple jump, Don Lindsey and
Darnell Hillman in the high jump,
John Powell and Fred Hayden in
the discus, and Paul Hewitt in the
javelin.
Distance runners for the Sport arts will be Darold Dent and Byron
Lowry in the 10,000 meters and
Ralph Games in the 5,000.

Torrid Nine in Close Race
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Unified space available --

SAN FRANCISCO/AMSTERDAM $339

$245
78 S. 4th St.

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

We’ll Park It for You!

HOUSEWORK
GET YOU DOWN?
After a long day of heavy housework, who wants to cook dinner.
Take a night off and dine out. Angelo’s steakhouse features the finest
New York steak for only $2.25 and
rare Rib-eye for $1.35. Don’t forget
to ask for that free glass of milk.

Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .

YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

793.0591

Open Thur. & Fr’. N
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Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets
An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquise Cut diamond beauty: rings that
always stay. never stray .
. for maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked. cannot
twist apart or turn. In la white or yellow gold.
Draut.p Follargrel iv thou Detail
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Save With Prices Like These!
Regular
30.9

Ethyl
32.9

THE
EXPERT
THERE’S ONE
IN EVERY FAMILY.

Premium
33.9

GRAND PRIX STATION
Corner of Second and William
MinaillftAl

0
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Just Mention The

paptot cpeciat
For These Taste Treats

paternity

Spaghetti & Meat Balls
Garlic Bread

$1.50 $

Dinner Steak & Rigatoni
Garlic Bread

$1.90

lAintn9,5 Cella

’’’

UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE!
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MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUARRIE HALL
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Sunnyvale 200 S. Toafee

No Money Down $1 A Wiiolt
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We give and redeem
EZ Cash trading stamps

Expertly Serving SJS
Students for 35 yrs.

Phone or write immedialeiy
T.:11 TRAVEL AGENCY
BARBARA ItatiE
2934033
294-2916
or
385 S. 8th, San Jose
60 N. FIRST, SAN JOSE

Late for Class?
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Don’t wait another day! A bad running car
can ruin the best of days. Prepare for Spring
with a TuneUp from Silva Service

Dep: June 18 Het: Sept.

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR
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We validate all downtcwn lc"
Mcn., Thurs. &
192-4910 Open.

When you have your car serviced at Silva’s,
expert mechanics clean, adjust, and replace all
necessary components. Your car runs better, drives
easier, and performs like the day you bought it.

PURE JET

NEW YORK/LONDON
Dep: June 19 Ret: Sept. 9

Open every day, 10 to 6

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
Downtown 65 S. First St.

That time of the year is here again. Time for
great weather, and time to get your car ready
for Spring.

SPARTA EUROPE
ROUND TRIP

’1211 S. First

Special Service at Silva
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sprinters clashed
NOSED OUT Two of the Spartans speediest
recently at Berkeley and although Lee Evans (left) was given
the win in the 220, both he and Ronnie Ray Smith were timed
in 21.5.

Soccer Team Faces Menlo Tomorrow

fashioned exactly one week ago
today.
Spartan booters play their first 1 petition since it lost in the NCA A
The Gaels will be trying to
avenge a doubleheader sweep that game of the spring tomorrow at quarterfinals in November.
Menlo. a West Coast Intercolthe Spartans pulled last Saturday 11 a.m, when they meet Menlo J.C.
legiate Soccer conference member,
at Moraga by scores of 6-5 and 6-2. on the SJS practice soccer field.
SJS will be facing Its first corn- beat Stanford. 3-1 earlier this year.
Although the Spartan’s recent
win streak has been a team effort,
Don Kinzel, Tom Corder, and Bill
CASEY ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 67095
Crosier have been particularly efCENTURY CITY STA.
fective in the last five games.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90067
:........v."..-...,....".4.--w..1.4.4.-w.4.1.1.okosioit.ow..-w,v..4wiaos4.1.1.-1.1.
NAME
*I
ADDRESS
$
T
CITY
STATE
0 T-SHIRT $2.00 0 SWEAT SHIRT $3.98
SHIRTS
0 SMALL
0 MED.
IC.
0 XL
SWEAT
SEND CASH OR MONEY ORDER. .da 2k f,
CALIF RESIDENTS ADD 5% TAX. postage
EARRINGS

Coach Ed Sobezak’s SJS basebailers, riding a five-game winning
streak, will be hoping that midnight won’t strike when they take
on the St. Mary’s Gaels this atternoon at 3 p.m. on Spartan Field.
Bob Holmes 12-2) has gotten the
nod for the Spartans, and will be
trying to follow up his dramatic
win against Santa Clara which he

.
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175 West St. John

ynull need an at
To keeP-vnt* tincir invitingly open dull
doorstop. If you’re handy with tools, take a stłl pie& of wend* iiilintate
the size indicated at right. Saw on a hies at Shown.
Before proceeding further, open a cold can or bottle
of pure beer. Schlitz. Schlitz is carefully biewestto
eliminate abeer bite." Next, paint blocks with bright
colors, and allow to dry. When ’Ku see that the blocks
are the wrong itize, discard blocks and place empty
Schlitz botilOn front of door.

When you’re nut of Schht;., you’ve got a doorsipp.
-

31,V242)10WeleitlekeltOrWentifieWerseerWetittiler’Weleter’ trilokeWeitoOtS41001/4

Everybody has an Uncle George.
He’s the one who knows which car is a piece of
junk. And where you can get practically anything
wholesale.
Uncle George is a real expert with other
people’s money.
But when it comes to your diamond, we’re going
to suggest that you ignore him.
Because unless Uncle George is a trained
gemologist, he probably knows little more than you
do about diamonds.
Every A rtCarved diamond is inspected by a
gernologist and backed by a written PVPsts
guarantee. He evaluates it for carat weight, color, cut
and clarity.
And at any time during your lifetime, if you
ever want to trade your ring in for a more expensive
ArtCarved ring, we’ll take it back. At it’s full
value.
Can Uncle George give you that kind of
guarantee?

rt Carved’
A beautiful 200 page wedding guide and tree
style brochures axe available at the A rtCareed
dealers limed. Jaw try on an ArtCarved
det411a.
diamond ring and an k

See ArtGaryed Diamond Rings at
jels eters
56 South Fire) Nreet
San Jam,, California
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Spartan Daily Interviews Lefaver
(Continued from Page 1)

McCloud Runs
Search for Ugliest Man
For Re-Election
Begins Tonight at Dance
on Campus
week
To Junior Position

You say this determination and rconform to the Interim Statement
drive Will help you make the ASB on Student Rights and Responslpresidency more meaningful to the bilities. I’ve also tried to make a
Ugly Man
(UMOC) be held all next
as students
YOU 55
students. Let’s talk about what student, any student, feel he could
contest will begin tonight with a will vote for the contestant they
you
and
have
done
on
the
judiciary.
complaint
have it
register a
t Mitt itance. it p.m. to 1 a.m..
Utley McCloud, ASH Sophomore dance from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m, in feel is the ugliest by dropping
What do you think are the major investigated impartially, whether
Women s Gynt Featuring the
money into the jars in front of
advances
and
changes
you
Class
liberal
or
have
Representative, has declared the Women’s Gym, with music by the carglidate’s picture.
be
left,
student
the
"Black Watch Band." Admission is
contributed
to
make
the
judiciary
center.
his candidacy for re-election as Johnny Knight and the Black
50 cents.
Candidates are: "Baby Face
meaningful to the students?
Junior Class Representative on an Watch Band.
PRACTICAL PROGRAM’
Muslim Students’ Association,
Escobar," Sigma Kappa; "The
LEFAVER: If you looked at past
12:30 p.m., EDI07. Prayer meeting.
The dance is part of the annual Crud Stud," Alpha Phi; "The
LeFaver discussed with the Daily independent ticket.
Judiciaries you would find a comAlpha Phi Omega. 630 and 9:30
McCloud said, "I have three UMOC Contest sponsored by Al- Hunter," Allen Hall; "The Mornplete reversal of philosophy on the his "practical program." In it he
p.m., Morris Da i 1 sty: Auditorium.
part of the current body. Specific- lists expansion of student rights, main objectives to continue my pha Phi Omega National Service ing After," Delta Zeta; "General
Friday Flicks - "The Sandpiper," ,
ally, I don’t believe you would find face-to-face programs, placement work on if re-elected as Junior Fraternity. Admission is 50 cents Napalm," Alpha Chi Omega;
starring Elizabeth Taylor, Richard
time in the past when a stu- center expansion, priority for SJS Representative. One, to complete with proceeds going to Friends "Hoonsitch," Washburn Hall;
any
I
But-ton, and Eva Marie Saint.
dent came before the judiciary to students for employment In the the work I have begun on restora- Outside, a non-profit group which "The Stinker," Pi Kappa Alpha;
and "Phyllis Finnochio," C hi
complain when his rights had been new College Union, conversion of tion of the year book; two, to com- helps families of men in prison,
Mountaineering Club, 6 p.m.,
The UMOC Contest itself will Omega.
violated. Never before has judiciary the old Spartan Book Store into plete the work I have initiated on
Eighth and San Carlos Street.
EXPERIENCE
been handed a volume of cases of a Snack Shop, "Stream-lined ASH free on-campus legal counsel; and
Meet for Yosemite trip. For inforvote, SJS lastly to see the new Constitution
EUROPE
DAILY: We’re interested to such major consequence as we have Government," 18-year-old
mation call 286-8693.
University name change program,
one Way
Persian Students’ Association. know how your experience on coun- considered as a reSult of the No- re-instatement of a yearbook, stu- go into effect."
CHARTER
JET FLIGHTS
cil is going to give you insight into vember Dow demonstration. Never
2:30 p.m., HEL
PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO
You have professed before has a student been offered dent opinion polls and creation of
programs.
the
August 8 1 August 13, 1968
Intercultural Steering Coursonnewsletter.
OVER 21?
August 6 1 August 0, 1961
you know a way of getting them the opportunity to go before this an ASH government
tee, 5 p.m., E150.
Additionally, LeFaver says he
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
through. What are you going to do judiciary, essentially comprised of
NEED
$5
August 20, 1961
program
for
"a
positive
wants
Fellowhristian
Inter-Varses (
about getting programs through students, on any major college vioA limited number of spaces is ovatiable for faculty, staff and students of the
better community relations, by
S. 10111
ship. 730 p
that. are necessary for this student lation he had supposedly broken.
Caiifornia
Stet. Colleges
DO THIS NOW!
actively getting out and speaking
FARE: $225 ONE WAY
Film: "A ’111110 tor Burning." body.
DUE PROCESS
I
want
to
try
to
community.
in
the
BLOOD
IS
NEEDED
for
1svo
Academy
Nom ina ted
For Information,
Neal, I’ve tried and succeeded in
LEFAVER: My experience on
Offic of International Programs
want to
Awards.
SJS’ executive council, and my stu- getting due process for these stu- build up SJS’ image. I
Th California State Colleges
Mon. Shot Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
of
Chamber
Junior
to
the
talk
1600
Holloway A.m.
.Japanese and American Student dent government experience at dents throughout this whole judi294-6535
40 Bassett St.
San Francisco, California 94132
Rotary and other
Organization. 3 p.m., 33 S. Sixth other colleges has brought me to cial system. I called a meeting of Commerce, Elks,
San
Jose
Note, These are not round-trip flights to Europe.
influential groups about SJS."
St., Apt. 4. Committee meeting for develop what I call my practical all the chief justices of the dorms,
aetivitim about International program. I say these particular of all house mothers of dorms, and
programs can be worked out, can explained to them this judiciary’s
Week.
Veteran’s ChM, 3 to 5 p.m., be started and can be carried out. new philosophy, so the entire juand
Magoo’s. .Mainly a beer and social This is actually the culmination of diciary system would conform
many of the ideas I have picked up be equitable throughout.
meeting.
Thirdly, I have completely stuas a part of the executive council.
International Students’ OrganiDAILY: When you ran for at- died and revised Act number 36
gallon. Then will be no meeting
torney general you promised you which I worked on throughout this The Spartan Daily does not knowingly ’65 PLY. BARRACUDA V8. Auto. trans.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Little Sister Marci
this week.
HOUSING (5)
witulcl use your determinat am and year. The only reason I haven’t accept advertising from advertisers who Fastback. R/H. Vinyl, bucket seats, Sufrom the Brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu.
,
make the whole 1111licia-1 given it to council yet is because practice discrimination on the basis of perb cond. 295.9174 eves.
SUNDAY
HELP! FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED SHIRLEY - Everybody wishes you a
’59 VW Camper. Fully insulated. Ply- to
to the -tielents. I wolte.1 to make sure it would race color, creed or national origin.
1 bdrm, (urn, apt. Needed by Happy Birthday.
Muslim Students’ Association,
wood panels & cabinets. Swing -out Mayshare
1st. Ph. after 5 p.m. on weekdays.
windows. Good uphol., eng. & trans. 287.0684.
p.m.. El r.210. Quranic Studies.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
SERVICES 181
F15ra9m3n mounted trailer hitch. $800 941
FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m.. Si
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
LRGE. 3 RM. APT. (urn, $125, inc. all
CENTER
STUDENT
AND
CHURCH
Also,
good
students.
San
married,
util.
and
year
for
Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th. Call RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Paul’s Mei hodist. Ninth
TRIUMPH 1200 Convertible. Exc.
excellent savings for single men over ’66
Free delivery, free service. Na contract.
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod
Salvador Streets. Pr. gram "Dritus
mech. cond. Recent tune-up. $1200/ 259-1547. Summer rates will be lower.
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600, trade
TWO
GROOVY older homes on S. 10th Call 251-2598.
equity
for
older
VW
295-4949.
A
panel
Experience."
Fteligiotis
and
374 South 3rd Street
40
S.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY.
VW Exc. cond. $650/offer. 354-7487 St. for sale at $20,000 each. Fantastic GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
presentat ion.
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 297- ’Al
financing. Ask Mom & Dad to help prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus
after 6 p.m. or weekends.
Sunday Services: 8:15, 9:30 and
4522.
w/down pymts. & pay them back from Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
Csunpus Crusade, 9 p.m., 384 E.
67
GILERA
MOTORCYCLE
!Once
I I a.m. 2 Blocks From Campus
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we 9 HP 100 mpg 1 yr. old. 5000 mi. Cost next sem, rental pmnts. Solve your hous- EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. ElecWilliam St., recreation room. Guest
ing problems now. Myron Alexander, tric. Masters - Reports - Disserta$1.80
cut
it!
Home
haircuts
repaired.
speaker is John Flack. Everyone
new. Better than Honda 90! Sell/ Realtor. 356-3077 or 379-7720.
College Discussion Group
. I
Is this any way to run a hairline? $400
tions. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris
trade for car. 248-8635. Call bet. 1 p.m.
welcome.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for the Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
You bet it is. Pates Barber Shop. 9 & 4 p.m. or after
9:30 p.m.
--j2-41Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m
a.m.- 6 p.m. 58 S. 4th between San FerFall Sem to share 1 bdr. apt. Call Mary FAST. RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
nando & Santa Clara. Hairy Cutter, FORD ’66 Gel. 500 2-dr. hardtop Vargas 293-5627.
Reasonable prices. Call 2444581. Md.
Winbledon white. V8 390. T-Bird spel. 8
R. Nicholus, Vicar
Prop.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
PS, PB, R/H. All vinyl trim. MALE ROOMMATE WANTED $67.90/ Baxter,
GURDJIEFF Group forming. Call 265- Cruisomatic,
mo.
to
share
2-bdrm.
apt.
Westgate.
PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
WEDDING
23,000 miles. $2000/offer. 248-8520 after
0433.
Call Mike, 379.8038 1020 Hamilton *4, Jim Koski. 968-0944 anytime.
5:30 p.m.
Campbell.
ACARUSSIA.
Sum.
sch.
in
TOURS TO
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc. E.CHEVY 4 dr. HT Auto. 283 Cu. in.
PULCO. Work or travel in EUROPE this ’57
Reel sharp. $400/offer. Call 294.8741 TWO BEDROOM furnished apt. close pertenced, reasonable. All work guaran
summer. Randy Westerburg, 322-5066 Tues
to campus. $165/mo. Reduced rates feed. Will edit. Pica type. 294-3772.
Thu,.
or
Sun
eves.
Ask
for
John
after 7:30 p.m.
after June 15. 1968, 357 S. 4th *I.
Cr:.:
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
SALVAGE PAST INVESTMENTS - Seri
APT. MANAGER position wanted for experienced & fast. Phone 269.8674.
your old comic books to us, 7 Sons
FOR SALE (31
the summer. Small unit. Full/partial rent
IBM Pica. Experienced. 243SECRETARIAL COLLEGE
Comic Shop. 42 E. San Fernando,
paid. Reliable married couple over 21. TYPING.
6313. 9 a.m. It, 8 p.-n.
gitomortt,
st hen_
San Francisco by the Golden Gate
CHAMPIONSHIP CAR RALLYE by 1000 BONNIE 8 CLYDE Era genuine Call Lyn. 258.6831,
WITH MOORE. LeadetiS.,u,
H.S.O.S.C. led in series. 12 trophies. leather. suede & fur coats & jackets, 2 FEMALE NEEDED to rent sub-terres- BE MORE
annotineed his eandidary for junFIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
Plaques. Novice-Expert classes. Sat. Apr. $5-15. Peggy’s Imports, 159 Columbus tial palace. 1 mile from campus. $55/ Sales, Dynamism. 890 Emory St. S. J.
ior represent:dist% to the Daily
Executive Secretarial Course for College Women
27. 1968 6:30 p.m. Bonanza Center. Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176. rms. 181 George St. 294-3470.
r,nnerai Secretariat Course
yesterday.
2F93S-T
A
&2775. ACCURATE typing, Grimm.
Hamilton & Bascom in Campbell. $2.75 Open every day I p.m..7 p.m. The
Legal Secretarial Course
Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266-1295.
"While the nation is hot with
w
ASB. $3.25 w/o. Discounts on pizzas grooviest store in the world!
LOST AND FOUND 161
Electronics Technical Secretarial Course
,SUCCf ccruL
at
finish.
for
GRADUATION DRESSES. formals, the
social disorder, our candidates
Medical Secretariat Course
9’S" OLSEN SURFBOARD. Good shape.
srcRT TAMES
erica! wardrobes, & trousseau customGRADUATING SENIOR WOME NI Call Bill 297-9733 575/offer.
student government choose to talk
FOUND: LABRADOR RETRIEVER at 7th made. Call
NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
Lola CY 7-1193.
WANT TO WORK YOUR WAY TO PORTABLE HOFFMAN
about campus election reforms,
62.1% Of students enroited have had one to tour years of college
TV. Only $20. & Santa Clare on Palm Sunday. No HAVE YOU SEEN IT YET? Seven ezEUROPE. THE ORIENT, ANYWHERE?? 293.3088.
identification. 258.0573 eves.
better parking and a return of the
ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY 13, SEPT. 23
If you like people, like to travel, and
perimental films - Norman McLaren year book,"he said. "I find these
have a knowledge of a foreign lang., FURNITURE SALE. Contemporary, 3 cu- LOST DOG: HAVE YOU seen Pooh? Bruce Vanmeter, Etc. Sun., Apr. 28, 1968.
Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell
consider becoming a stewardess with shion sofa. chair & table. Reasonable. Male Keeshond. Black muzzle & ears, Morris Dailey Aud, 6, 7:30, & 9 p.m.
platforms grossly contrary to the
San Francisco, California 94102
white plume tail, shading from grey to
Pan American Airways. Stewardess inter- Phone 293.5336.
wishes and interests of our stublack on body. Looks like a small Husky. IBM SELECTRIC typing. Including all
views will be held on campus Fri.. Apr.
editing. Ressonabto. 259.6523.
HELP WANTED la
If found, call 297-6221 or 297.6870.
dent body. It is in this light that
26, 1968. For further info., contact your
EXPERIMENTAL FILMS - A must for
I am seeking the position of jury.,
placement office. PenAm is an Equal
PART.T1ME
MALE
help
wanted at Mc- film goers. Sun. Apr, 28, 1968 Morris
Opportunity Employer.
representative.
For the complete collegiate experience
Flare, 7 am -3 pm & II am - Dailey Aud. 6. 7:30, & 9 p.m. Sao the
COMING TO SJS SUNDAY. New 2Donalds
"Council can be a functien
worship this Sunday at
pm. Apply at 90 E. San Carlos.
new American Cinema.
American
Cinema
films.
Sun.
Apr.
28,
:art nf the campus commute,:
1968. Morris Dailey Aud. 6, 7:30, 8 LOCAL PUBLISHING concern needs
We, as students, can take an
young lady to handle phone. Walking
PERSONALS 171
9 p.m.
from camp. Mornings, afternoons,
ive position on the el’
& San Antonio
OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS: London -In- dist,
or
eve
hrs.
Top
Salary.
Call
287-6083.
CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
’ssues facing our sixdia & return through Moscow to London.
8:30 & 11 a.m. - Morning Worship
Coed. 3 mo. - all inclusive. $700. Leav- MEN St WOMEN: $3/hr. guaranteed & engagement rings, diamonds. Mc
sust the fraternity ism
after 3 days training. Full or part time. George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN
7 pm.- Evening Service
ing
June
14.
1968,
Write
G.
Wood,
hat works hied during t
Los Gatos, 354-8804.
Encounter Overland. 665 W. Ewing, Fuller Brush Co. 265-8725
College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
tut dors nothing during II,
Seattle. 9811g.
Seminar
9:45
Morning
Viten you graduate your fr
Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum
vill be gone, but the society y
AUTOMOTIVE 121
Pastor
Barry Keiser.
enored will be there to greet you.
Mnefs at T,i-C Bldg , 3rd & San Antonio
Minster
to
Collegians
as students, can also see
’56 PORSCHE 365/1600 Coupe. Exc.
L____fiass WOFPAG
1.4041,41=49
inside 8 out. $1500, 295-1499 4-8 p.m.
that our money is spent fer our
TRIUMPH 500 Twin. Dirt bike. $250.
f i7"\
111’611 and our soeicty’. hot, . ,to
Esc. cond. Good transportation. Ph. 354We can speak out as a
2261 eves. Ask for John.
policy-making body on th,
’63 DART CONVERTIBLE. Clean, exc.
neti as the war, the drag. ,
mech. cond. New trans. Good paint &
tires. R/H. 297.4597.
lisetimination. {ewe’ ty: and in, lid’60 VW Sunroof Good mech. cond
illment of our society. This is the I
Must sacrifice. $425. Call Ron 297-9976.
essence of my campaign. The only I
Leave message if not there.
.hing that can stop up is a false
Mee
TRIUMPH SCRAM. Street equip.
teller that we are powerless about
Lights. $450 356-7454. Exc. cond.
Phi’ problems that resist
’64 DART GT Cony. Air cond. Hurst
s S.J.S. Students receive a 10% discount at Plastic 4-spd.
R/H Bucket seats. Good cond.
:11 World, supplier of Plexeglas", resins, molds, and other
$1150/offer 286.9892.
Unitarian Church
’66 FORD WAGON: T -Bird engine. V8
1
% plastics.
3-spd. Overdrive. 2-dr. New paint.
Clean, one owner. $240. 264-7581 or
We, hip -scrvice 11 a.m. Sunday
OF
THIS
GREAT
OFFER
TAKE ADVANTAGE
Sunday, Apr. 28 to be
’6 .2575. AIR Monza, 4-spd. New tires
’’;C01tV
’ sri I", Assoc. Mn, Ron Clark
R/H $550/offer. Call 295.3246 6 p.m. "A VICIOUS WORLD Send in handy order blank.
9 p.m.
ENJOY IT!".
HONDA ’68 Model SS125 Run 298
Enclose cash or check. Make
must accept discipline miles. Like new. $375, 294-1087.
246-6265
1102 Saratoga Ave.
check out to Spartan Daily
are out to get us. We’ve got
’62
VW
BUS.
Panelled,
new
paint
Goodso1111 hard or drown. Well save
Classifieds.
year Blue -Streaks tape.deck, empi- ex--,w frir our fund later. Call in.
hausts $1200 379-1684.
-., ’ please. Don’t look at mis
’61 VW. Wood dash 8 steer wheel. Seat
,r
m too busy to help - and is
-nears & other extra,. Very good cond.
ku way it really is?
1650/offer. 295-9743.
’Al OLDS St. Good mech. cond. Paint,
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
upholstery & tires. Best offer. Call eves.,
;410,0
293.8526. Ask for Ed.
MARRIAGE IS
MY PHILMF’HY THAT A FRE4NMAN 5HOULV FiE GIVE NVE
’Si VOLVO, runs good. $125 328.4422.
Father D. Fosselman
oWN codrZ5E OF 5TU (7Y.
Of’FIDRTUNITY To *ELECT
COMMITMENT ...
wwww .......................................................................
really??!
Father L. Largente
CLASSIFIED RATES
No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 fatten and spaces for each One)
Whether or not you’re contmplating
Minimum
Sister Mary Antoinette
marriage for the near future. you
Three
lines
One
day
Two
too
Three days Four days Flve days
own it to yourself to attend this
One day
conferinc At the First Methodist
3 linos
1.50
2.00 -2:15
Church, 5th and Sante Clara Streets
-2.44- -La
Sari Jose. The evening’s program gol
4 linos ---EN- 2.50
2.7C- 2.00 ----LIT-0
include panel discussions with a phy
5 linos -130
%kiwi, a psychiatrist, and a Ini111$10,
100 _ -3.25- 3.40
3.50
Informal question and answer periods
6 11111111 -TAO _ "0
3.75 -3T40-0-- 4.00
will follow. Time: 7:30 p.m. Friday,
Add this-April 26. Donation: $1.00.
Print Marne
For
Days
amount fot
Tuesday: Student Parish Council 6:30 p.m.
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
each addi
Address
Enclosed
is
$
BY
SPONSORED
lion& line

1
t.

question. This is where my experience comes in I’ve had to handle
councils of this sort before. You
have to actively go into these committee meetings. You have to actively talk to these individuals. You
have to actively state a program
is good, and why it is good. You
have to go to the people, the committee meetings and the council
and make sure the programs are
going through. One other thing;
many of these programs don’t have
to go through council. They can
be initiated by the Executive Council and carried out.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

David B:awtlien
Tells Candidacy
For Junior Rep

Grace Balf

First Baptist Church

To Place
an ad:
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

ART STUDENTS
ATTENTION!

10% Student Discount

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

Pla-otic World

Newman-Catholic Student Center

CHAPLAINS:

DAILY MASS 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
FRIDAY 11:40 a.m. only

I

LOCAL CHURCHES
information. feel free to
contact Methodist Church, Phone
294-7254
For

mare

Regular Open Meeting 7:30 p.m.

79 S. Fifth St.

Tel. 295-1771
verommrawaep
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

Announcements (I)
Fl Automotive (2)
For Sito (9)

fi Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
’7 lost and Tnund (6)

11 Persauls (7)
Ft Services (8)
Fl Transportation

(9)

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN lOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear,
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